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For full instructions, visit: __________.com/

PATTERN LEGEND
Project Base Glass = 100SF-ICE, Icicle Clear
Seashell Pattern Pieces = 210-73SF Vanilla Cream Opal
“A” Pattern Pieces = 533-3SF, Deep Aqua
“B” Pattern Pieces = 533-2SF, Blue Topaz
“C” Pattern Pieces = 533-1SF, Sky Blue
“D” Pattern Pieces = 210-72SF, Almond Opal

SUPPLIES NEEDED:
System 96® Sheet Glass we used
• 100SF-ICE Icicle Clear — One 5 in. x 12 in. piece for the project base
• 210-73SF Vanilla Cream Opal — One 4 in. x 4 in. piece to use for all pattern pieces in Seashell
(Can also use 210-71 Ivory Opal, or 210-72SF Almond Opal for seashell or sand)
• 533-3SF Deep Aqua
• 533-2SF Blue Topaz
• 533-1SF Sky Blue
• 210-72SF Almond Opal
System 96 Frits we used on top of the “sandy” area “D” pattern pieces:
• F3-2103-96 Vanilla Cream Opal Medium Grade Frit
• F2-200-96 White Opal Fine Grade Frit
• F2-2101-96 Ivory Opal Fine Grade Frit
• F2-57-96 Walnut Fine Grade Frit (can substitute F2-5181-96 Bronze for Walnut)
Non-Glass Supplies:
• PAPYROS® Kiln Shelf Paper (14 in. x 6 in. piece)
• Sharpie® Fine Point Felt Pen
• Elmer’s® School glue (plus a small jar lid and toothpick)
• “SarasAWF Transfer” Paper (or carbon paper) — one 4 in. x 4 in. piece and one 12 in. x 2 in. piece
• Thompson’s Klyr-Fire Medium, or inexpensive hairspray
• Small, clean paintbrush
• Ballpoint pen
• 13 in. S-Curve stainless steel mold

This area to remain open for the seashell pieces when ready for positioning on project base.